Pinnacle was born of a desire to
create a line of premium auto
care products for the enthusiast, a
person who strives for perfection
in every detail. For Pinnacle to
be the best, it had to meet the
standards of this connoisseur
of car care, and even exceed
those standards. The shine of
our carnauba wax had to be the
deepest, the glow produced by
our leather cleaner had to be the
warmest…Every product had to
yield uncommon results in order
to carry the Pinnacle name.

Beyond visual perfection, we
made it our mission to formulate
products that would combine
the best of nature with the latest
scientific
technology.
These
products would actually nourish
the vehicle’s surfaces to render
a deeper, richer appearance than
any topical product could achieve.
Pinnacle began with one key
ingredient, carnauba wax. For
years, auto enthusiasts have
recognized this natural substance
as the basis for the warm, wetlooking shine that has become
the standard in auto care.
Carnauba is the hardest, purest,
and most transparent wax nature
has to offer.

It is harvested from the “Tree
of Life”, a tall palm that grows
in northeastern Brazil. The tree
produces the wax through its
leaves to protect them from the
harsh climate. The leaves are
harvested every year and the wax
is mechanically removed from
them. The wax is then graded
according to the age of the leaves
and the level of processing. We
choose only No.1 Yellow, the
finest carnauba available, for our
Pinnacle waxes.
Once we had the key ingredient,
our chemist went one step further
by refining the carnauba a second
time to remove any remaining
impurities. The result was the
ultra-pure ivory carnauba found
in every container of Pinnacle wax.
After finalizing the formula for
our carnauba wax, we addressed
other areas of the vehicle with
the same passion that led us to
create Pinnacle in the first place.
The result of all this research is
the Pinnacle Natural Brilliance
line of superior car care products.
Each and every product is
formulated with science and
nature in harmony so you achieve
the highest level of surface
enhancement and protection
possible.

Each Xtreme Machine Technology
Series polish is formulated to
take full advantage of machine
application. Unique emollients,
engineered
lubricants,
and
Concentrated Micro Abrasives are
just a few of the ways XMT Series
is setting a new standard for
machine-applied products.
In addition to swirl removers,
XMT Series includes waxes, our
one-step cleaner wax, shampoo,
clay and lubricant - an entire line
of exterior car care products for
the enthusiast. Each XMT product
is developed with the same
commitment to quality as the
original Pinnacle line.
That commitment to car care
excellence continues today as
we constantly research new
ingredients and combinations in
order to deliver the absolute best
in surface enhancement. Pinnacle
has exceeded the expectations
of the most discriminating
enthusiasts and taken its rightful
place among the top auto care
products in the world.

As auto care and the auto
enthusiast have continued to
evolve, so has Pinnacle. In 2005,
we developed Pinnacle Xtreme
Machine Technology Series,
a collection of car
care products
built around
machineapplied swirl
removers.
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Wash

Bodywork Shampoo

Ultra Poly Clay

Achieve a silky smooth, flawless finish with this luxurious wash!

Create a smooth-as-glass finish on paintwork, glass, metal and
fiberglass!

We use only the finest natural ingredients combined with the latest science
in every Pinnacle product. In our Bodywork Shampoo, we went beyond
traditional soap by adding coconut oils and a remarkable foaming technology
to create a rich, gentle bath for your vehicle.

But even that wasn’t good enough! At Pinnacle, we’re always trying to improve
upon our products with the latest technology
so you’ll always get the absolute best for your
vehicle. With that in mind, we updated our
original Bodywork Shampoo formula to include
TUFF SUDS II®. Funny name, but serious cleaning
power! This new foaming technology uses
cleaners suspended in the suds’ walls
to scour away tough road grime. As
the cleaner lifts grime from the paint
surface, the suds engulf abrasive
particles in natural coconut oils so
they cannot scratch the paint. The
mounds of foam ensure you’ll have
more than enough to safely to clean
your entire vehicle.
To further protect your paint,
Bodywork Shampoo yields a perfect
pH rating of 7. The neutral formula
will not remove or degrade protective
waxes or sealants, extending the life of
your existing paint protection.

To use Bodywork Shampoo, simply wash
your vehicle as you normally would. Be
sure to rinse vehicle before beginning
the hand wash. We do recommend
using a natural sea sponge, a Pinnacle
wash mitt, or a sheepskin mitt. These
will allow dirt to accumulate inside
the fibers rather than sitting on the
paint. Always towel dry your vehicle
with a clean microfiber or a chamois to
prevent water spots.
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Paint Prep

Coconut oils act as a lubricant to prevent scratches and swirls. The oils wrap
around sand and dirt particles so they slide off your vehicle in the rinse water
without leaving swirls behind. Even on dark colored vehicles, Bodywork
Shampoo will leave a silky smooth, flawless finish. Best of all, the coconut oils
give the shampoo a natural fragrance that rivals even the most luxurious body
wash.

Pinnacle’s Ultra Poly Clay is the single finest clay composition available today.
With this ultra fine clay, you can maintain a totally clean, sleek finish everyday.
We’re calling it “enthusiast grade” for perfectionists who want that just-clayed
finish all the time!
Ultra Poly Clay is a patented clay formula made exclusively for Pinnacle
Natural Brilliance. Its texture and elasticity are unlike any other clay you’ve
used. Years of research went into making a fine grade clay specifically for those
who meticulously maintain their vehicles.
Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay stands apart from the rest because it will not remove
wax from a well-maintained vehicle. Regular use of the clay will keep paint
contamination from making a lasting impression on your finely detailed finish.
Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay is designed for frequent use. Whereas a medium
grade clay is recommended to use once or twice a year, this ultra fine grade
of elastic detailing clay can be used as often as necessary to maintain a slick,
reflective finish. Use it as often as monthly - Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay will not
remove existing paint protection!
Although Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay is a very fine grade of clay, it is effective at
removing contamination build-up (6 -12 months without claying). Ultra Poly
Clay cleans as well as denser grades of clay. The difference lies in the Ultra Poly
Clay’s ability to glide above the wax coat without disturbing it.
Plus, Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay has superior
elasticity as compared to heavier grades
of clay. The clay can be reshaped and
stretched repeatedly without losing its
flexibility. Properly stored in its plastic
case, Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay will retain
its elastic nature and workability.
Experience the Pinnacle of detailing
clay technology. Use Pinnacle Ultra
Poly Clay as often as necessary to
maintain a silky smooth finish on your
vehicle.
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Clay Lubricant

Paintwork Cleansing Lotion

Part cleaner, part lubricant for a clean, smooth surface.

Buff away minor imperfections to keep paint looking fresh.

Clay bars easily create a perfectly smooth, glass-like finish, but they need a
quality lubricant to work properly. Soapy water does not provide the same
level of paint protection as a lubricant and some detergents may break down
the clay. To get the most out of your clay bar, use Pinnacle Clay Lubricant.

If your vehicle is not brand new, it probably has light swirls and fine scratches
etched into the paint. These occur from automatic car washes, dirty drying
towels, and poor quality products. However, minor damage is reversible.
Pinnacle Paintwork Cleansing Lotion is a mild polish that will disguise those
minor imperfections so your paint looks fresh and clean.

Paint Prep

When you’ve finished claying an area,
you may notice some residue left by
the clay bar. Simply wiping the area
will remove it because Clay Lubricant
also acts as a cleaner. Mist the area again
for stubborn residues and they will
wipe off easily.

Paint Prep

Pinnacle Clay Lubricant provides a super-slick surface for your clay bar to
glide over as it pulls contaminants out of your paint. It also provides a thin
barrier between loosened contaminants and your paint to prevent scratches
and swirls. Without lubricant, the clay
would skip across the surface and
anything it pulled out would drag
across the paint. Clay Lubricant’s
high lubricity formula makes claying
perfectly safe for all clear coat and
single stage paint finishes.

Paintwork Cleansing Lotion works similar to a facial cleanser. It gently exfoliates
the paint to remove blemishes and stubborn contaminants, resulting in
a brighter, cleaner finish than washing alone can achieve. Cleansing Lotion
works without the use of abrasives so it will not cause new swirls. This is an
important step in the detailing process if your vehicle is more than a year or
two old, or has never had a wax coat. The refractive nature of wax will reflect
any flaws in the paint. Paintwork Cleansing Lotion evens out the surface so the
shine is uniform and flawless once wax is applied.
Paintwork Cleansing Lotion will not degrade paint
or clear coat finishes. The formula makes swirls less
noticeable by rounding the edges and filling in
the swirls so light does not catch them. Once wax
has been applied, most swirls will virtually
disappear. The surface will appear
perfectly smooth.

Pinnacle Clay Lubricant works with any
type of clay, synthetic or natural. It will
not degrade the clay or harden it, even
with repeated uses.

To clay your vehicle, mist a small
section of paint with Clay lubricant.
Rub the clay bar lightly across the wet
area. It will grab at first; this is the clay
pulling contaminants out of the clear
coat. Keep rubbing until the bar glides
smoothly. Wipe off any residues with a
clean microfiber towel. Once you have
clayed the vehicle, apply a coat of wax.
The paint will have a slicker feel and
deeper shine thanks to the clean surface
left by Pinnacle Ultra Poly Clay and Clay
Lubricant.
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Apply Paintwork Cleansing Lotion by
hand using a microfiber applicator
pad. Pour a nickel-size amount onto
the pad and rub over a cool surface.
This amount should be enough to cover
half of the hood or a whole fender.
Hard rubbing is not necessary. Allow a
slight haze to form and buff it off with
a clean microfiber or terry cloth towel.
For machine application, use a variable
speed dual action polisher.
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Advanced Swirl Remover

Advanced Finishing Polish

The swirl remover for perfectionists has been updated with the
latest paint-perfecting polish technology!

Get smooth, shiny, irresistible paint with Pinnacle.

The rule of thumb when polishing is to use the least aggressive product that
works. Pinnacle Advanced Swirl Remover embodies this rule with an ultragentle diminishing abrasive polish that preserves paint while restoring it.
Paint Prep

Pinnacle Advanced Swirl Remover is ideal for dark paints, custom paint
finishes, delicate clear coats, and vehicles less
than two years old. This is the swirl remover for
perfectionists. A blend of diminishing abrasives and
water-based lubricants removes swirls, water spots,
mild oxidation, light etching, and fine scratches to
leave paint absolutely flawless.
Pinnacle Advanced Swirl Remover is a
DA-friendly swirl remover. It is designed
with the speed and polishing capability
of a dual action polisher in mind.
Pinnacle Advanced Swirl Remover is a
real swirl solution! It contains no fillers
or waxes. You can see the real results of
your work. Because the abrasives break
down gradually as you work, Pinnacle
Advanced Swirl Remover does not
create new swirls or micro-marring. It’s
the error-proof polish.
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Pinnacle Advanced Finishing Polish is packed with diminishing abrasives that maximize
surface gloss and reflectivity on all paint finishes. Our unique abrasives break down
gradually as they abrades the finish, blending away any haze and restoring perfect
clarity to the paint.
Think of the dust used by jewelers to polish fine gemstones. Jewelers polish cut
diamonds by rubbing each edge against an iron wheel charged with diamond dust. As
the dust polishes the diamond, oil is added to keep both surfaces lubricated. To get the
finest shine, you have to use the finest abrasives. Pinnacle Advanced Finishing Polish
uses this same principle to polish automotive paint.
Pinnacle Advanced Finishing Polish is a combination
of diminishing abrasives and lubricants that buffer the
abrasive action. The lubricants nourish and enrich the
paint, while allowing the abrasives to move over the paint
fluidly. Minor imperfections and cloudiness will disappear,
revealing a crisp, clear gloss. Pinnacle Advanced
Finishing Polish contains no fillers or wax, so
you can see the real results of your work.
For the best results, apply Pinnacle Advanced
Finishing Polish with a dual action polisher.
Just like the jeweler’s polishing wheel, the
polisher is the platform for the polish. There is
no need to apply pressure. The motion of the
dual action polisher will do the work for you.
The polish is easy to wipe off with a soft Cobra
Microfiber Towel.

Follow with Pinnacle Advanced Finishing
Polish to truly maximize the shine. This
ultra fine polish burnishes the paint to a
bright gloss in preparation for wax.

Pinnacle Advanced Finishing Polish is
completely safe for clear coat paint finishes.
With improved diminishing abrasives,
lubricants, Pinnacle Advanced Finishing Polish
sets the standard for finishing polishes. The
results will speak for themselves!

For the best results, apply with a dual
action polisher. Pour a nickel size
amount of polish onto a polishing or
light cutting foam pad. Work the polish
over a 2 x 2 sq. ft. section at a medium
speed. When the polish is thoroughly
broken down, buff away the residue with
a soft microfiber towel. For complete
directions and tips, visit Pinnaclewax.
com.

Apply a thin coat of Pinnacle Advanced Finishing
Polish onto a 2 x 2 sq. ft. section of paint using
a foam applicator. Once the polish begins to
dry, buff it to a high gloss using a microfiber
towel. To apply by machine, apply a nickel-size
amount of polish onto a foam polishing pad.
Spread the polish over a 2 x 2 sq. ft. area at a
medium speed. When the polish is thoroughly
broken down, buff away the residue using a
microfiber towel.
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Paint Prep

Pinnacle’s diminishing abrasives are tempered to break down slowly and
evenly under the motion of the oscillating pad. A dual action polisher provides
just the right motion and friction to maximize the performance and working
time of these abrasives. This approach softens the abrasives’ impact on the
paint, which ultimately preserves more of the paint. If you have a newer vehicle
or meticulously maintained paint, Pinnacle Advanced Swirl Remover is for you.

Pinnacle Advanced Finishing Polish gives your vehicle’s paint maximum impact with a
clear, reflective gloss and flawless appearance. This is more than a finishing polish; it’s
the final word on shiny, smooth paint.
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Souverän Liquid Spray Wax

Liquid Souverän Wax

A true, stand alone spray wax with the most real carnauba wax
protection available in a liquid.

The shine of a paste wax and the ease of a liquid.

Pinnacle Souverän Liquid Spray Wax contains the most carnauba wax available
in liquid form, fortified with Pinnacle’s own unique polymers. This combination
yields a light-catching surface gloss plus a reflective depth comparable to a
premium carnauba paste wax. Natural oils nourish the paint to enhance its
jetting factor and increase slickness. This proprietary combination of the finest
quality ingredients is the core of all Pinnacle waxes.

Wax

The concentration of carnauba wax and
polymers gives Souverän Liquid Spray
Wax more paint-protecting ability than
a conventional spray wax. Used over an
existing wax or by itself, Souverän Liquid
Spray Wax shields the paint from harsh
UV rays, water, and airborne pollution. As
a wax maintenance spray, it prolongs the
protection and shine of the base coat of
wax for weeks longer.
Pinnacle Souverän Liquid Spray Wax works
on any color paint. Pinnacle Souverän
Liquid Spray Wax is compatible with any
carnauba paste wax or as a topper over a
paint sealant. Just like all Pinnacle waxes,
Souverän Liquid Spray Wax is streak and
haze resistant even in climates of high
heat and humidity. Buff your vehicle to a
crystal clear, dynamic shine.
Mist the paint with Pinnacle Souverän
Liquid Spray Wax and use a Cobra
microfiber towel to spread the wax over
a panel. Flip the towel and buff the paint
to a high gloss. Use Souverän Liquid Spray
Wax after every wash to add another layer
of carnauba shine and protection to your
vehicle.
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Keep in mind that our Souverän Paste Wax is the very top of the pyramid when
it comes to carnauba waxes, so naming our liquid wax Liquid Souverän really
carries some weight. This is by far the finest liquid wax you will ever use. The
three dimensional, wet finish that is the signature of Souverän can now be
achieved in liquid form.
Special polymers allow Liquid Souverän to bond to your paint as well as any
paste wax, and the shine is nothing short of spectacular. Never before has
a liquid wax adequately captured the multifaceted shimmer of a carnauba
like Liquid Souverän. Not only is it packed with carnauba, natural oils in the
formula infuse the paint with moisture so that it
appears wet. The polymers ensure long-lasting
durability, comparable to that of a paint sealant.

Wax

Pinnacle Souverän Liquid Spray Wax is
a rich blend of No. 1 yellow Brazilian
carnauba wax, liquefied crystalline
polymers, and natural oils that offer
Pinnacle’s trademark sizzling shine
plus excellent paint protection unheard of
from a spray wax. This is the only spray
wax that contains enough real carnauba
and polymers to stand on its own against
tough environmental contaminants and
UV radiation.

In the past, you had to use a paste wax to achieve the most attractive and
durable finish possible. No liquid wax came close. We set out to change that
with Pinnacle Liquid Souverän Wax.

Liquid Souverän was formulated in South Florida
and is ideal for hot, humid climates. Application is
effortless and it buffs to a streak-free shine
every time. Liquid Souverän looks equally
beautiful on any color vehicle. Metallics
will shimmer and dark colors will have an
amazing depth and richness.

Use Liquid Souverän very sparingly. A
nickel-size amount on a foam applicator
is all it takes to wax an average car panel.
You can apply wax to one section at a
time, or to the entire vehicle. For even
easier application, mist your applicator
with Pinnacle Crystal Mist. Once Liquid
Souverän has dried to a slight haze, buff
it away using a soft, microfiber towel. You
may also apply this wax using a random
orbital polisher with a foam finishing pad.
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Signature Series II Wax

Souverän Paste Wax

A rich, deep shine from nature’s finest ingredients!

The wax for perfectionists!

Pinnacle Signature Series II Carnauba Paste Wax creates a warm, wet-looking
shine with nature’s finest wax and fruit oils. The results are sizzling shine, depth,
and reflection that enhance any type and color of paint. Signature Series II is
the most impressive wax in its class. In fact, many higher priced waxes can’t
compare to the shine of Signature Series II.

Pinnacle Souverän Carnauba Paste Wax is the cornerstone of the Pinnacle
Natural Brilliance collection and the standard of carnauba paste car waxes. Its
3 dimensional shimmer and warm, sensual glow distinguish Souverän as the
best American car wax and one of the few elite car waxes in the world. Countless
concours events have been won by cars bearing Souverän’s signature shine.
For this reason, Pinnacle Souverän is known as “the wax for perfectionists!”

The “jetting factor” of this latest formulation of Signature Series II wax has been
improved with the addition of a new liquid crystal polymer. For our purposes,
the polymer is left in a semi-liquid state that both softens the carnauba and
enhances the wax’s reflective nature. The result is a wetter, glossier finish that
brings out the best in any color paint finish.

Wax

In addition to carnauba, Signature Series II contains a complex blend of
polymers and oils that wet the paint to give it head-turning gloss and reflection!
Pinnacle Signature Series II has a buttery texture and inviting aroma that make
it a pleasure to apply. It goes on effortlessly and buffs to a crystal clear shine.
The wax will not dry to a white chalk and will not stain trim or molding. Apply
it any time of day, even in hot, humid conditions. Signature Series II will not
streak or cloud. Signature Series II contains no cleaners and can be layered
multiple times to increase depth and brilliance.
We invite you to try Pinnacle Signature Series II on your own vehicle. On any
paint color, the wax is glossier, wetter, and deeper. In fact, it has
earned the same silk bag as Souverän, Pinnacle’s ultimate
wax.

Apply Signature Series II to a cool,
dry vehicle using the included
polyfoam applicator. Wax
one panel at a time. It is
not necessary to allow the
wax to dry. Buff to a high
gloss using a microfiber
towel. Turn towel often. One
8 oz. jar of Signature Series
II yields approximately 30
applications.
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Pinnacle purchased the highest grade yellow carnauba available and refined
it once more to make an ivory- colored wax of unbelievable clarity and purity.
Pinnacle’s ivory carnauba retains the wax’s natural protective characteristics
but allows for a perfectly clear, rich finish when applied to automotive paint.

Wax

Just like Souverän, the prime ingredient in Pinnacle Signature Series II is
Brazilian Ivory Carnauba. Carnauba wax is world-renowned for its crystal
clarity, its protective properties and its uncanny shimmer. Once our chemist
purifies the wax again, it is blended with Pinnacle’s proprietary ingredients to
make Pinnacle Signature Series II.

The primary ingredient in Pinnacle Souverän is Brazilian Ivory Carnauba,
world-renowned for its crystal clarity, its protective properties and its uncanny
warmth. No other natural wax is as sought after as No. 1 yellow carnauba wax,
deemed the purest and highest quality by Brazil’s government inspectors. No.1
Brazilian yellow carnauba is the only wax found in Pinnacle Souverän.

Natural oils have been added to the carnauba in order to “wet” the paint. This
combination of ingredients is what gives Souverän its distinctive, wet-looking,
3D shine. Particularly on dark-colored vehicles, this wax creates a deep, fluid
finish that comes to life under changing light. Reds glow with intensity. Blacks
appear infinitely deep.
Pinnacle Souverän Paste Wax wipes on easily in all climates and resists hazing
and streaking. The buttery wax does not dry to a white chalk and will not stain
trim and moldings. Souverän is a true wax and has no cleaning properties.
Each jar of Souverän is hand-poured to ensure quality and consistency.

Apply Souverän to a
cool, dry vehicle using
the included polyfoam
applicator. Wax one
panel at a time. It is not
necessary to allow the
wax to dry. Buff to a
high gloss using
a microfiber
towel. Turn the
towel often.
One 8 oz. jar of
Souverän yields
approximately 30
applications.
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Crystal Mist Detail Spray

Gel Wheel Cleaner

Renew that just-waxed, crystalline shine!

Attack baked-on grime with this aggressive chemical cleaner.

Pinnacle Crystal Mist Carnauba Detail Spray has been reformulated with
restructured gloss-enhancing crystalline polymers, nourishing oils, and real
Brazilian carnauba wax to provide your vehicle with an instant burst of shine
and slickness. This is the next generation of Crystal Mist Carnauba Detail Spray.

Wheels don’t just get dirty, they get filthy! Being so close to the ground, they
accumulate tar, dirt, grease, exhaust residue, and, to top it all off, brake dust.
If not properly cleaned, these contaminants will eat away at the wheels’ finish,
causing them to lose their metallic luster. Pinnacle Gel Wheel Cleaner can
change all that.

The oils in Crystal Mist do more than lubricate dirt; they also enrich automotive
paint. Crystal Mist is packed with compatible oils that improve paint’s texture
and appearance for an overall healthier, newer looking paint finish.

Wax

Carnauba, combined with crystalline
polymers, creates sharp reflections
and silky paint. This state-of-the-art
carnauba polymer matrix also enables
Crystal Mist to bond to the existing
wax for an instant but long-lasting
gloss. Particularly on top of Souverän
Paste Wax, Crystal Mist reactivates the
existing wax so you’re not just seeing a
surface gloss - you’re seeing the depth
and dimension of multiple layers of
carnauba.

Pinnacle Crystal Mist is compatible with
all waxes and synthetic sealants. The
natural oils and carnauba allow Crystal
Mist to perform well in hot, humid
climates.

To apply Crystal Mist Detail Spray, mist a
panel generously. Use a folded microfiber
towel to spread the products evenly over
the paint. Flip the towel and buff the
panel to a reflective shine.
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Pinnacle Gel Wheel Cleaner is a new
breed of cleaner. Rather than relying on
petroleum distillates and butyl or butyl
ethers to eat away grime, Pinnacle utilizes
modern cleaning agents and emulsifiers
to dissolve the grime without attacking
the wheels’ finish. Our wheel gel is
water-based and nontoxic, so it’s safe for
you and your vehicle. If overspray should
occur, the nonacidic gel will not hurt
your paint. Use Pinnacle Wheel Cleaner
on all types of wheels with confidence as
often as needed. This cleaner will never
dull the finish on any aluminum, painted,
polished, anodized, clear-coated, or
billet wheels.

Tires

Crystal Mist has oxygen-activated
polymers that bond to the paint as they
are exposed to air. Ten minutes after
applying Crystal Mist, the paint feels
even slicker and looks wetter because
the polymers have reacted with oxygen.
If you are applying Crystal Mist on top
of Souverän, you’ll see exceptional
results after the polymers react and
bond to the existing carnauba wax.

Wheel cleaners that are made to work instantly often have an obvious flaw
- they run. They can’t possibly dissolve the grime if they are running onto
the ground. That’s your money pooling under your tire. Pinnacle Gel Wheel
Cleaner is completely different. The gel
formula clings to your wheels so it has
time to dissolve all the baked-on filth.
No running and no waste.

Pinnacle Gel Wheel Cleaner also lifts dirt
and grease out of rubber. You’re getting
an effective tire cleaner and wheel
cleaner in one!

To use, rinse your wheels with water,
one wheel at a time. Spray a light mist
of Pinnacle Gel Wheel Cleaner over the
entire wheel and tire surface. Make sure
it is cool to the touch and out of direct
sunlight. Wait thirty seconds before
agitating the gel with a soft wheel brush.
Rinse thoroughly and dry with a microfiber
towel to prevent water spots.
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Black Onyx Tire Gel

Leather & Vinyl Cleaner

Create a rich, satin finish that will go the distance.

PH balanced formula safely lifts out dirt, grease, and oils.

Tire dressings typically wear or wash off after only a few days. The initial shine
is impressive, but short-lived. For the Pinnacle line, we wanted to create a tire
dressing that does more than the status quo and lasts much longer. Pinnacle
Black Onyx Tire Gel exceeds our highest expectations.

Cleaning leather can be risky business if you’re using the wrong product. Many
cleaners rely on alkaline agents to remove stains, but they also dry out the
leather. Like your own skin, leather needs moisture to retain its soft, supple
texture. That’s why Pinnacle Leather & Vinyl Cleaner is the best solution to
clean soiled leather or vinyl upholstery.

Black Onyx is a thick, gel formula that clings to the tire surface long enough
to cure to the rubber. Liquid dressings sling off or rinse off without ever
penetrating the rubber. Black Onyx goes beneath the surface to hydrate the
rubber to keep it supple, flexible, and black. It actually revitalizes the rubber
to prevent the drying, cracking, and fading
associated with older tires. Healthy rubber is less
likely to blow out or tear, so Black Onyx is also an
additional safety measure.
Once Black Onyx is on your tires, it stays put.
The super polymer emulsion used in this
remarkable formula resists water
and detergents. The gel continues
to hold on through puddles and
washings. A tire product can’t work
if it washes off, so we made sure
Black Onyx would go the distance.
It will last weeks, even through
several washings, instead of days.
Tires

Apply a thin, even coat of Black Onyx
to a cool tire using an applicator
sponge. Only apply enough to
moisten the rubber, and make sure it
does not pool around raised letters
or around the edge of the wheel.
Allow it to cure for an hour before
driving.
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While our emphasis was on leather when
developing Leather & Vinyl Cleaner, it
works just as well on vinyl. Being synthetic,
vinyl has fewer demands than leather.
Even so, vinyl benefits from the powerful
cleaning agents and water-based
surfactants found in this formula. Vinyl
seats and surfaces will be clean, but not
dried out because there are no harmful
petroleum distillates in this cleaner. Be
sure to protect vinyl with Pinnacle Vinyl
& Rubber Protectant.
Never use a leather cleaner on napped
leathers like suede, or on glove soft
leather. Leather that has cracked from
age or neglect cannot be restored by this
or any other known product.
Interior

Best of all, Pinnacle Black Onyx
creates a rich, satin finish on your
tires that is not greasy or overly
shiny. We purposely created a semigloss formula because tires should
accentuate
a
well-maintained
vehicle, not draw attention away
from it. However, if you prefer more
shine, Black Onyx can be layered to
achieve a glossy effect.

Our Leather & Vinyl Cleaner has a neutral pH rating of 7. This matches the
natural pH of leather. No alkalinity means no drying or cracking so your leather
stays younger longer. This pure cleaner contains no silicone oils, petroleum
solvents or gloss agents so it will not discolor your leather, dry it out, or leave
a greasy shine. Water-based surfactants
and non-alkaline cleaning agents
penetrate deep into the leather’s pores
to remove dirt, grease, and oils, leaving
nothing behind but clean leather.

To clean your leather or vinyl, simply apply
cleaner with a damp cloth or sponge.
Agitate excessively dirty areas with an
upholstery brush. Use Leather & Vinyl
Cleaner sparingly and do not allow it to dry
on the surface. Wipe away excess moisture
with a dry towel. Once your leather is
clean, you must replenish its natural oils
with Pinnacle Leather Conditioner. This
will keep it soft and hydrated.
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Leather Cleaner & Conditioner

Leather Conditioner

Quick, complete leather care in one bottle.

Possibly the world’s most lavish leather conditioner!

Until now, complete leather care required two products: one to clean and one
to condition. But when time is of the essence, there’s no time for two separate
bottles. At Pinnacle, we like to save you time without sacrificing quality. This
is why we created Pinnacle Leather Cleaner & Conditioner. Arguably, the twostep process is worth every minute, but when minutes are few, you now have
an alternative.

Leather care is a two part system. Once it has been cleaned, you must replace
essential oils in order to maintain the soft, supple texture and prevent drying
and cracking. With Pinnacle Leather Conditioner, we believe we’ve created the
most lavish conditioner you can buy for your valuable leather interior.

To make Pinnacle Leather Cleaner & Conditioner, we took our Leather Cleaner
and Leather Conditioner and boiled them down to the essentials. What we
were left with was a high-tech emulsion spray made of powerful cleaners and
conditioning oils, and a generous touch of strong UV protection. The result
is remarkably similar to the results of the
two-step process. Your leather will be
clean, supple, and protected.
Leather Cleaner & Conditioner underwent
a long research and development process,
mainly because we had to find a cleaner that
wouldn’t counteract the nourishing oils in
the formula. We found the solution in this
gentle, water-based emulsion cleanser.
Without the use of solvents or petroleum
distillates, the cleaner is able to lift dirt,
stains, and body oil out of the leather.
Meanwhile it infuses the leather with natural
moisturizers that are more akin to its natural
composition. The UV protectant penetrates
the leather’s surface to provide long-lasting
UV screening, which is important to retain
the color and moisture of the leather.

The formula in our Leather Conditioner is rich in lanolin and natural oils. These
oils absorb into the leather’s pores, replacing its natural oils that were lost
through processing and subsequent cleaning. Hydrated leather retains its
softness and resists cracking caused by overexposure to the sun. The lanolin
acts as a natural moisturizer for the hide, just like it works on human skin.
Your leather will be left with a soft, satin glow, just like new leather. Leather
Conditioner will preserve new leather and rejuvenate older leather that has
become stiff.
Because leather is a natural skin, it is sensitive to
many of the same things as our own skin. Alkaline
products will dry it out and cause premature
aging. Leather Conditioner contains no petroleum
distillates and will not dry the leather or
its stitching. With a neutral pH rating
of 7, it perfectly matches the natural
pH of leather.
Use Pinnacle Leather Conditioner on
vat-dyed or surface-dyed leathers.
Do not use on napped leathers
like suede, or on glove soft leather.
Leather that has cracked from age or
neglect cannot be restored with this
or any other known product.

Interior

To use Pinnacle Leather Cleaner &
Conditioner, mist the surface of the leather.
Massage product into the leather using a
microfiber or terry cloth pad. Then wipe
the area with a clean microfiber towel. The
formula dries quickly.
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Interior

Pinnacle Leather Cleaner & Conditioner is
fast-drying and will not leave a greasy shine
on your leather. The finish is a satin sheen,
like newly processed leather. It even smells
like fresh leather!

To use Pinnacle Leather Conditioner,
clean the surface with Pinnacle
Leather & Vinyl Cleaner first. Apply the
conditioner using a small cloth, sponge,
or bare hands. Gently massage it into
the leather. Allow the conditioner to
penetrate for several seconds and then
buff the surface with a clean microfiber
or terry cloth towel.

www.pinnaclewax.com
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Vinyl & Rubber Protectant
Shield vinyl and rubber from ultraviolet rays with a satiny coat
of protection.
The vinyl seats, dashboard, and door panels in your vehicle’s interior face daily
exposure to heat and ultraviolet rays. Over time, the vinyl will dry out, fade, and
crack. Sun damage is evident in older vehicles that have had no protection.
You can prevent sun damage and give some relief to already damaged vinyl
and rubber with Pinnacle Vinyl & Rubber Protectant.
Vinyl & Rubber Protectant is a water-based conditioner that nourishes your
interior surfaces so they remain supple and moisturized. It contains no
petroleum distillates that can dry out the vinyl over time and cause premature
cracking. Natural ingredients combined
with high-tech protectants restore the
original color and sheen to vinyl and
rubber surfaces while shielding them
from UV rays.

Interior

The satin sheen produced by Vinyl &
Rubber Protectant is much like the
natural appearance of new vinyl. It has
an attractive glow, but not an artificial
shine. The coating is non-greasy and will
not attract dust like many vinyl dressings,
while the natural conditioning oils
provide a fresh, clean scent. Your interior
will look, feel, and smell great and remain
in that condition with regular application
of Vinyl & Rubber Protectant.
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Don’t just wash your microfiber detailing tools - Restore
them with Pinnacle Micro Rejuvenator!
Microfiber is the new terry cloth! Whereas manufacturers and detailers used
to recommend terry cloth towels and applicators as the safest, softest fabric to
use on delicate clear coat finishes, they are now hailing the incredible cleaning
properties of microfiber. It is simply softer, more absorbent, and has greater
polishing capabilities than traditional terry cloth. The thick, woven core locks
away dirt, liquid, and grease unlike any other material on the market. Because
there has never been a material like microfiber before, there has never been a
detergent capable of properly cleaning it…until now.
Pinnacle Micro Rejuvenator is not your average
detergent. It is formulated specifically to meet
the unique demands of microfiber. Since
microfiber pulls contaminants deep within its
fibers, conventional detergents may
not remove all of the stains. Micro
Rejuvenator is made specifically to
break down stain molecules deep
inside the weave and suspend
them until the rinse cycle washes
them away. Thanks to a powerful
degreaser, oily automotive stains
don’t stand a chance.
We call it Rejuvenator for a good
reason. After a wash with Pinnacle
Micro Rejuvenator, your microfiber
towels and applicator pads will feel
as fluffy and soft as they were the
day you bought them, even more
so. Even after frequent washings,
the microfiber will retain its texture
and absorption. Laundry detergents
may saturate the fibers and flatten
the weave. Clean-rinsing Micro
Rejuvenator will actually restore
your microfiber and make it feel
softer with every wash.
Pinnacle Micro Rejuvenator is
biodegradable and non-toxic.
It works equally well on cotton,
chamois, and buffing pads.

Maintenance

To apply, spray Vinyl & Rubber Protectant
onto a microfiber or terry applicator pad
to prevent overspray. Wipe the dash, door
panels, vinyl seats, and the rubber door
seals to keep them supple. Wipe away
excess with a clean towel. Application to
tires or hard rubber bumpers may require
a few minutes to penetrate.

Micro Rejuvenator Microfiber Detergent
Concentrate

Restore your microfiber towels and
pads every time you wash them
with the detergent formulated
specifically for microfiber - Pinnacle
Micro Rejuvenator!
www.pinnaclewax.com
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Wash

Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay

Clean and condition the paint with every wash!

Prep your vehicle for maximum shine!

Why just wash your car when you can restore the shine? Pinnacle XMT Gel
Shampoo & Conditioner cleans your vehicle and enhances it with natural paint
conditioners. Your vehicle is left looking shiny, slick, and beautifully clean after
every wash.

Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay rids your vehicle of impurities to create the cleanest
possible paint finish. This flexible clay bar removes contamination that washing
leaves behind, creating a smooth-as-glass surface in preparation for a flawless
coat of wax.

Make the most of the time you spend washing your vehicle. Pinnacle XMT
Gel Shampoo & Conditioner does more than safely wash away grime. It also
renews the shine of the existing wax with nourishing oils and polymers. Long
after the vehicle is dry, it will have a wet-looking shine.

If you’ve never used detailing clay, then you haven’t seen your vehicle’s true
potential! Fine contaminants firmly lodge in the paint surface, resulting in a gritty
texture and patchy appearance. Rail dust, industrial fallout from factories, and
brake dust may be invisible to the naked eye, but their combined effect detracts
from the paint’s overall gloss because light reflects unevenly off the dirty paint.

Pinnacle XMT Gel Shampoo & Conditioner is a fantastic
car shampoo by any standards. It releases oil, grease,
and dirt from the paint and encapsulates gritty particles
to prevent scratching. Pinnacle XMT Gel Shampoo &
Conditioner lays down polymers that help safeguard the
vehicle while you wash, and they stay behind to create
a deep shine.
The paint will actually be in better condition
after you wash! Pinnacle XMT Gel Shampoo &
Conditioner nourishes the paint to make it look
fresher and brighter. Conditioning oils reactivate
the existing wax to restore a just-waxed shine.
Beyond shine enhancement, Pinnacle XMT Gel
Shampoo & Conditioner reduces water spots.
The layer of gloss left on the paint promotes
water sheeting. Fewer water droplets are left on
the vehicle, resulting in faster drying time and
fewer water spots.
Pinnacle XMT Gel Shampoo & Conditioner is
pH-balanced and does not strip wax or paint
sealants. In fact, it leaves a clear layer of polymers
to reinvigorate the existing paint protection.
Follow up with Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax to
further boost the shine and protection.

When washing your vehicle, always follow these
simple tips to avoid swirls. Rinse out your wash
mitt frequently. Wash from the top down and
around. The bottom of the vehicle should be the
last area washed. Replace your wash mitt when
it becomes rough or worn out. Finally, always use
a high lubricity car wash like Pinnacle XMT Gel
Shampoo & Conditioner.
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Paint Prep

Pinnacle XMT Gel Shampoo & Conditioner

Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay safely removes paint impurities. Afterwards, light
reflects evenly off every curve of your vehicle. Wax bonds better with the clean
paint, and your vehicle feels silky smooth. Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay leaves
automotive paint truly clean.
This ultra elastic, totally synthetic clay bar is highly flexible, durable, and nonabrasive. It is the easiest and most rewarding way to deep clean automotive
paint.
Detailing clay works by mechanically removing visible and invisible contaminants
from the paint. As it glides over the finish, clay grabs impurities and traps them.
By using a clay lubricant, this process is totally safe and non-abrasive.
After using Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay, your vehicle will feel as smooth as glass
and have an improved gloss. Your favorite wax or paint sealant will bond better
with the paint, and it may even last longer. Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay can be used
on glass and metal, too.
On a clean vehicle, spray a 2 x 2 sq. ft.
area with Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay
Lube. Gently rub Pinnacle XMT Speed
Clay back and forth across the wet
area. It will grab initially as it works to
remove contamination. When the clay
bar glides easily, the paint is clean. Use
a microfiber towel to wipe the paint dry.
If any clay residue exists, mist the paint
again with Pinnacle XMT
Speed Clay Lube and
wipe dry. Continue
this process until you
have clayed the entire
vehicle.
Remember
to reshape the clay
bar often to reveal a
clean portion. After
claying, always apply
a fresh coat of wax.

www.pinnaclewax.com
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Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube

Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover 1

Preserve your vehicle and your detailing clay!

Your first line of defense against swirls, dullness, and water spots.

Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube is an ultra slick lubricant formulated specifically
to enhance the performance of detailing clay. The lubricating spray blankets
your vehicle in polymers and lubricating agents to prevent scratches.

Correct paint problems without creating new ones. That’s the promise of
Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover.

Paint Prep

Detailing clay works by mechanically removing visible
and invisible contaminants from the paint. As it glides
over the finish, clay grabs impurities and traps them.
By using Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube, this process is
totally safe and non-abrasive. Cleaners try to dissolve
impurities with acids. Polishes contain abrasives that
may not be necessary. Only detailing clay removes
paint contamination safely and quickly with no
harm to the paint.
Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube was developed to
work hand in hand with Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay.
Some soaps are highly alkaline and can dry out
the clay. Therefore, soapy water is not a suitable
substitute for clay lubricant. Use Pinnacle XMT
Speed Clay Lube to maintain the clay’s flexibility.
The water-based lubricants will not dry out or
deteriorate the clay bar. In fact, a light mist of
Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube onto the clay bar
before storage will keep the clay soft and supple.

Clear coats are unbelievably thin. Typically, a clear coat is about the thickness
of 2 layers of cellophane wrap, or .015 to .02 inches thick. Fine swirls and haze
can begin appearing within months of driving your new vehicle home from the
dealership. Hold onto the smooth, showroom finish with Pinnacle XMT Ultra
Fine Swirl Remover.

Paint Prep

The secret to detailing clay’s safe, non-abrasive performance is the clay
lubricant. Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube is designed to surround and suspend
dirt particles to protect the paint from scratches. The
lubricant provides a liquid cushion between the clay bar
and the paint, in which the clay bar can glide over the
paint easily.

This polish is made with such small abrasives that you
can’t see them with the naked eye. Millions and millions
of these abrasives fill each bottle of Pinnacle XMT Ultra
Fine Swirl Remover. The sheer number and minute
size of the abrasive particles blend away fine flaws
in the clear coat without leaving any trace of surface
marring or haze. Just like a fine jeweler’s rouge, XMT’s
Concentrated Micro Abrasives leave the paint finish
glossy and smooth, just like new.
Applied with a dual action polisher, Pinnacle
XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover provides just the
right balance of abrasive action and conditioning
oils to blend away the first signs of aging.
Turn back the clock with Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine
Swirl Remover. It’s the first step in maintaining
your vehicle’s shine over its lifetime.

Nothing cleans your vehicle like detailing clay.
Use Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay and Pinnacle XMT
Speed Clay Lube to prepare your vehicle for the
ultimate, clean shine.
On a clean vehicle, spray a 2 x 2 sq. ft. area
with Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay Lube. Gently rub
Pinnacle XMT Speed Clay back and forth across
the wet area. It will grab initially as it works to
remove contamination. When the clay bar glides
easily, the paint is clean. Use a clean microfiber
towel to wipe the paint dry. If any clay residue
exists, mist the paint again with Pinnacle XMT
Speed Clay Lube and wipe dry. Continue this
process until you have clayed the entire vehicle.
Remember to reshape the clay bar often to reveal
a clean portion. After claying, always apply a fresh
coat of wax.
24
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Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover can be
applied with a polishing pad or a finishing pad.
The polishing pad will provide a very light cut
to aid the swirl remover in smoothing out rough
paint. Pour a quarter-size amount of polish onto
the pad and set the polisher at a maximum speed
of 4000 OPM. Work the polish in until it starts to
dry or disappear. Turn the polisher off and buff the
paint with a Cobra microfiber towel. XMT Ultra
Fine Swirl Remover has no fillers so you can see
the real results of your work immediately. Follow
up with XMT 180 High Gloss Carnauba Wax or
your favorite Pinnacle wax.
www.pinnaclewax.com
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Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover 2

Pinnacle XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover 3

Concentrated Micro Abrasives are the secret to this swirl remover.

Preserve surface gloss while removing noticeable paint defects – it
is possible.

Pinnacle has good news for anyone who wants to correct paint defects at
home: You can.

Paint Prep

This mild product is designed to address the most common paint flaws without
compromising the clear coat. That includes overspray, light
to moderate swirls and scratches, mild oxidation, and
water spots. Erase months or years of damage in one
afternoon with Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover.
Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover is a blend of mild
abrasives and lubricating oils that remove light to
moderate imperfections on aging paint finishes. If
your vehicle is not new but has no severe paint
damage, this is the swirl remover for you. This
product presses rewind on your current paint
finish, taking it back to its showroom-new shine.
Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover contains
Concentrated Micro Abrasives, which are smaller
than the industry average for a swirl removing
compound. The smaller abrasives break down
under less heat. Therefore, they are ideal for use
with a dual action polisher.
The number and size of these proprietary
abrasives enable them to effectively erase
surface defects without marring the paint. The
abrasives diminish as you polish so the swirl
remover in effect becomes a finishing polish.
Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover leaves the
paint silky smooth in one step!

Apply XMT Fine Swirl Remover with a polishing
pad on your dual action polisher. Pour a quartersize amount of polish onto the pad and set the
polisher at a maximum speed of 4000 OPM. Work
the polish in until it starts to dry or disappear. Turn
the polisher off and buff the paint with a Cobra
microfiber towel. XMT Fine Swirl Remover has
no fillers so you can see the real results of your
work immediately. Follow up with your favorite
Pinnacle wax or with Pinnacle XMT Carnauba
Finishing Glaze.
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Swirl removal doesn’t require large abrasive particles or an aggressive machine.
The truth is that a product loaded with correctly milled, smaller abrasives will
do the job with less damage to the paint, thereby shaving a couple of steps
off your detailing process.

Paint Prep

Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover corrects a wide array of paint imperfections
without any need to consult a professional. All you need is a dual action
polisher to bring your paint back to showroom perfection.

First, do no harm. Pinnacle XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover works on the
principle of doing only what’s required to restore the damaged paint. Precisely
milled abrasives – and a lot of them – blend away moderate
to severe blemishes without removing significant layers
of clear coat. Since clear coats are extremely thin, these
Concentrated Micro Abrasives preserve as much of the
paint as possible while removing only the defects.
Lose the swirls, keep the gloss. Even though Pinnacle
XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover is less abrasive
than a traditional compound, it removes the
same imperfections: moderate to severe swirls,
moderate scratches, oxidation, water spots, and
overspray. The abrasives gradually diminish as
they work, giving you a built-in finishing polish.
The paint will experience little or no loss of
surface gloss. In many cases, you will not need
to use a separate finishing polish.
There are some scratches that can only be
removed by a professional. If the scratch extends
all the way to the color coat, removing the scratch
requires leveling the surrounding clear coat and
applying new clear coat. Because the removal of
deep scratches is risky, Pinnacle XMT Intermediate
Swirl Remover is a practical approach to improve
and minimize deep scratches. It is formulated
to remove blemishes without jeopardizing the
paint system, so it never cuts too deeply. It’s a
real world approach to at-home paint care. For
those imperfections too severe to be completely
removed, XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover will
drastically improve their appearance. Once a
premium Pinnacle wax is applied, any remaining
blemishes will be virtually invisible.
Paint flaws are only skin-deep. Remove noticeable
imperfections without removing surface gloss
with Pinnacle XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover.

Visit Pinnaclewax.com for complete directions.
www.pinnaclewax.com
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Paint Prep

Pinnacle XMT Heavy Duty Swirl Remover 4

Pinnacle XMT 360

XMT 4 is a cut above all other polishing compounds!

Mirror-like gloss after just one step!

XMT Heavy Duty Swirl Remover 4 is a true polishing compound with a high
concentration of heavy grade abrasives. Concentrated abrasives increase the
compound’s cutting power with minimal increase in compound haze. XMT
Heavy Duty Swirl Remover eliminates your vehicle’s worst flaws to begin to
restore the depth of color and gloss to even the most neglected paint finishes.

XMT 360™ by Pinnacle is a revolutionary product that combines correction,
cleaning, and sealing into one simple step. This all-in-one wonder eliminates
the need to use a separate mild swirl remover, paint cleanser, and sealant, yet
you achieve the same depth, gloss, and slickness! XMT 360™ is total car care
made easier.

Compounds, by definition, are the most abrasive type of car polish. They work
by leveling the paint surrounding a scratch to make the surface smooth again. A
compound is a very effective way – and sometimes the only
way – to remove severe scratches and heavy oxidation
from automotive paint.

Corrects. XMT 360™ does what no mere cleaner wax can do; it removes light
swirls and imperfections to leave the paint looking flawless. Ultra fine abrasives
- so fine they are not perceptible by sight or touch - gently
blend away fine blemishes and visibly smooth the paint.
Light spider webbing and water spots vanish. XMT
360™ works like a mild swirl remover but, remarkably,
it eliminates the need for a separate cleansing lotion
or sealant.

XMT Heavy Duty Swirl Remover 4 is effective on
all kinds of paint, including clear coats. Do not
use this product on new or like new paint. We
must stress, this is an aggressive compound
for severely damaged paint. Always try a less
abrasive polish, such as XMT Intermediate Swirl
Remover 3, before stepping up to XMT Heavy
Duty Swirl Remover 4. XMT 4 is the last hope for
rough, oxidized paint.
XMT Heavy Duty Swirl Remover 4 contains no
fillers so you can see the results of your work
immediately. This product is body shop safe.
After compounding, use XMT Intermediate Swirl
Remover 3 and a light cutting pad to minimize the
compound haze. Next, use XMT Ultra Fine Swirl
Remover 1 and a polishing pad to completely
eliminate any remaining haze and to restore
surface gloss.
If your vehicle’s paint flaws are too tough for an
ordinary swirl remover, step up to a true polishing
compound. XMT Heavy Duty Swirl Remover 4
by Pinnacle eliminates heavy oxidation, severe
scratches, and swirls to restore a uniform shine
and smooth surface to even the most neglected
paint.

Cleans. XMT 360™ contains cleaning agents to remove
oxidation and uncover the glossy, vibrant paint
underneath. Any type of paint instantly appears
deeper, glossier, with more vivid color. XMT 360™
removes dull films and wax build-up to bring
new life to the paint.

Wax

XMT Heavy Duty Swirl Remover 4 is a true compound. It
eliminates oxidation, severe swirls, and scratches with a
blend of abrasives, cleaners, and lubricants. The cleaners
help remove dead, oxidized paint while the abrasives
level scratches and severe swirls. The lubricants
minimize hazing, though some hazing is expected
and easily removed with a finishing polish.

Seals. Besides correcting and cleaning the paint,
XMT 360™ deposits a glossy, slick layer of durable
polymer protection. XMT 360™ provides months
of paint protection against salt, water, industrial
pollution, UV rays, insects, and road grime. XMT
360™ is so effective as a sealant, you’d have a
tough time distinguishing it from other premium
non-cleaning sealants.
XMT 360™ is an absolute time-saver. Go from
washing to drying to XMT 360™ and you’re
done. This user-friendly product does not require
buffing. Polish XMT 360™ until it disappears. It
leaves no stubborn haze. Even when applied
in the sun, XMT 360™ is a breeze to apply and
remove.
XMT 360™ is designed for application with a
buffer. Its thick consistency prevents it from
being absorbed into foam pads too quickly.
Excellent lubrication provides adequate working
time to allow the cleaners and abrasives to do
their job. Once the abrasives have broken down,
XMT 360™ literally disappears as you polish.

Visit Pinnaclewax.com for complete directions.
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Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax

Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze

Dress your vehicle in Xtreme shine with high grade wax protection
from a spray!

Enhance your vehicle with a gentle, high gloss glaze and genuine
carnauba protection!

Simply stunning. That’s how you’ll describe Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax.
There’s no easier way to give your paint finish durable protection and a
head-turning gloss. Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax packs all the benefits of a
traditional carnauba wax into a sizzling spray.
Few liquid waxes capture the essence of a carnauba shine
like Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax. XMT’s chemist took
the building blocks of a great wax - natural carnauba and
advanced polymers - and synthesized them into a highbonding, high gloss spray wax. It sounds complicated
but, for you, it couldn’t be easier. Just spray on Pinnacle
XMT 360 Spray Wax and the paint will instantly look
deeper, more vibrant, and wetter. Plus, Pinnacle XMT
360 Spray Wax provides high grade paint protection to
keep your vehicle looking sharp.
Wax

Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax makes the paint
so slick, you just can’t help but touch it! But
don’t worry. You can wipe away fingerprints and
light dust with this high lubricity wax and a soft
microfiber towel.
Use Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax as often
as desired to enhance and protect the paint
finish. After washing, apply Pinnacle XMT 360
Spray Wax to enhance the shine or to reinforce
existing wax. Though this wax can stand on its
own, it makes an incredible “wax extender”. It
bonds well to both waxes and paint sealants and
extends the life of existing paint protection.

Apply Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax by spraying
it onto a clean section of paint. Use a folded
microfiber towel to spread the wax over the paint.
Flip the towel and buff to a high gloss. Repeat this
process until the entire vehicle is waxed. It takes
about 10 minutes to wax most vehicles.
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Vibrant. That comes just short of explaining the kind of shine we’re talking
about. What makes the outcome of Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze
so special is the simplicity of achieving it. Exceptional
blending technology was used to combine a dynamic
shine-enhancing glaze with the king of all natural
waxes. The result is pure magic on any paint color.
A glaze is unlike a finishing polish in the fact that
glazes do not contain abrasives. They may contain
cleaners, like this one, but primarily they serve as a
moisturizer for the paint.

Wax

Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray Wax is a true spray wax,
not a quick detailer. This product stands on its
own with the protection of carnauba wax plus
high-bonding polymers. The paint will be wellprotected from UV rays, moisture, and dirt. Once
applied to the paint, Pinnacle XMT 360 Spray
Wax reduces surface tension to create a dirtrepellent finish. Dirt and debris literally slide off,
keeping your vehicle cleaner.

As detailers, we all want that flawless, show car shine, and now we can have it
in less time. Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze is a sophisticated blend of
gentle cleaners and rich carnauba wax. The combination is scintillating on any
paint finish. You will see depths and hues in your paint that you never knew
existed. It’s your paint finish, amplified.

Some detailers regard glaze as an optional step
and you can tell who they are by their vehicles.
Don’t believe it. An exceptional glaze, such as
XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze, is essential to
achieving the kind of head-turning shine we’re
all after.
Try Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze as
the finale of your compounding process or, if
your paint is already in great shape, use it after
washing. The gentle cleaners blend away minor
flaws - like spider webbing, haziness, and overall
dullness – to increase depth and clarity. At the
same time, a layer of carnauba bonds to the paint
surface to further enhance the dynamic shine
created by the glaze. What can’t be removed
with the cleaners is filled in with carnauba to
create a smooth, flawless finish. It’s perfection
and protection in one!
Apply Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze
using a foam finishing pad. You only need
approximately a quarter size amount per 2 ft.
section. For easy application, mist the pad with
XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner. Work the glaze
in at a speed no greater than 4000 OPM on your
DA polisher. When the glaze begins to dry or
disappear, turn the machine off. Buff off residues
with a Cobra microfiber towel. (To prep your
vehicle for the best possible finish, use XMT Series
swirl removers.)
www.pinnaclewax.com
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Pinnacle XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba
Paste Wax
Your vehicle will make a 180 degree transformation from dull to
dramatic!
XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba Wax is a premium paste car wax made with
genuine carnauba wax and nourishing oils. XMT 180’s adaptable formula can
be applied in the sun or shade and it looks flawless on any paint color. XMT
180™ High Gloss Carnauba Wax is the perfect finishing touch to complement
XMT Series polishes.
XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba Wax is made with real Brazilian carnauba wax
blended with polymers and nourishing oils, which all work together to create
a deep, wet-looking shine with dependable paint protection.

Wax

XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba Wax works hand in hand with other XMT
Series products to preserve and enhance your vehicle. Use it over XMT
Carnauba Finishing Glaze to seal in the shine. XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba
Wax contains no cleaners and will not remove any underlying product.
Layer XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba Wax over your favorite paint sealant to
further enhance the gloss and depth of the paint. This wax looks excellent on
any paint color and any type of paint. Crisp reflections and the unmistakable
warmth of carnauba will make any paint color glow. XMT 180™ dries to a clear
gloss that makes the paint look instantly deeper and more vibrant.
One of the primary goals of the XMT Series was to create exceedingly userfriendly products. XMT 180™ High Gloss Carnauba
Wax wipes on in a smooth, even coat
and does not leave any white
residue on rubber and vinyl
trim. The light haze wipes
right off.
XMT 180™ High Gloss
Carnauba Wax can be
applied in sun or shade
and in climates of high
heat and humidity.
The wax dries to a
clear gloss, even on a
hot vehicle. Enjoy the
quality and reflective
shine of XMT 180™
High Gloss Carnauba
Wax.
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Instant shine, any time.
Nothing shines quite like a freshly applied wax...until now. Pinnacle XMT Final
Finish Instant Detailer recreates the look and feel of a new coat of wax with a
proprietary blend of lubricants and Stay-Slick glossifiers. Why do we call them
Stay-Slick? Because they allow your vehicle to stay slick and shiny long after
you last applied wax. These glossifying polymers restore a wet look to the
paint in an instant.
Pinnacle XMT Final Finish Instant Detailer is loaded with
lubricants to protect the paint while you detail. The
lubricants wrap around gritty particles to protect the
paint from swirls and scratches. A gentle wiping action
removes light dust and dirt, fingerprints, and smudges.
It’s the perfect last minute touch-up before a car show
or any time you want your vehicle to look its best.
Use Pinnacle XMT Final Finish Instant Detailer after
every wash to remove fresh water spots and prevent
mineral deposits from etching the paint. When used
after washing with Pinnacle XMT Gel Shampoo &
Conditioner, this quick detailer is extra insurance
against water spots.

Wax

In addition to carnauba’s natural resistance to the sun, XMT 180™ High Gloss
Carnauba Wax contains additional UV inhibitors to protect the paint from
damaging rays. UV exposure accelerates paint oxidation, which appears as a
dull, chalky layer over the paint. XMT 180™ shields the paint with polymerfortified carnauba wax so your vehicle remains shiny and smooth.

Pinnacle XMT Final Finish Instant Detailer

Instant gratification meets long term satisfaction.
Pinnacle XMT Final Finish Instant Detailer
contains polymers that bond to and enhance the
existing paint protection. Regular use prolongs
the life of the wax or sealant. Over time, you’ll
need to wax less often to maintain that incredible
just-waxed shine.
Pinnacle XMT Final Finish Instant Detailer is
compatible with all waxes and paint sealants. Use
it as part of a total car care regimen including
regular washing and waxing.
Renew the look and feel of a freshly waxed finish
in an instant with Pinnacle XMT Final Finish
Instant Detailer.
For the best results, always use a microfiber towel
with a deep nap. Spray a light mist of Pinnacle
XMT Final Finish Instant Detailer onto a section
of paint. Use the clean microfiber towel to gently
wipe the detailer over the paint. Then flip the towel
and buff to a wet-looking gloss. Detail an average
sized vehicle in about 5 minutes.

www.pinnaclewax.com

www.pinnaclewax.com
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Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner

Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner

Protect your paint finish with this conditioning foam & wool pad
lubricant.

An intense cleaner for all your foam and lambswool pads in a
convenient spray bottle.

When machine polishing, you may have noticed that the pad moves more
easily and produces better results several minutes into the session. That’s
because it takes several minutes for the polish you’re using to work its way
into the foam (or wool). Up to that point, you’re dry buffing your paint finish.

Clean pads produce better results, are less likely to mar, and last longer. There
is absolutely no downside to cleaning buffing pads and reusing them! Pinnacle
XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is a penetrating cleaner that releases products from
foam and wool, and refreshes the texture of the pad. You’ll get more mileage
out of your pads and spend less time cleaning them!

Dry buffing refers to polishing with a dry pad, and it’s bad
news for your paint. The friction creates fine scratches
and dullness that will have to be polished out.
Prevention of dry buffing is as easy as misting an unused
pad with Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner.
It only takes a couple of spritzes to prep the pad for
polishing. The rich lubricants instantly penetrate the
pad, softening and conditioning the material. Even if
the pad has never been used, it will glide across the
paint like you’re halfway through the detail session.
A pad prepped with Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad
Conditioner is more receptive to polish because
the foam’s pores open up when the conditioner
is introduced. Beyond just wetting the foam,
the conditioner’s lubricants add extra surface
protection during the polishing process. The
lubricants will blend with those that are in the
polish to provide excellent protection against
micro-marring.
Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner protects
the pad itself, as well as the paint. The friction
created by dry buffing can tear the foam or
cause it to fray. Pre-moistening the foam reduces
friction so the pad doesn’t experience any
unnecessary roughness. This soft touch is better
for the paint, too.
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Polishes, swirl removers, and compounds all contain
oils that serve as lubricants. They have to – otherwise
you’d be polishing with a dry pad! If there’s one
thing we know about oils it is that they are, well,
oily. They leave a residue. Even if you rinse the
pad immediately after using it, the oily residue
remains because oil repels water and vice
versa. To truly clean the pad, you have to use a
degreasing cleaner.
Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner contains a
strong degreasing agent that breaks up oil and
eliminates every last trace of residue. Soap (as in
dish soap) can leave a residue of its own, so there
is no soap in this cleaner. The only thing you will
find in XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is CLEAN.

Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is ready to
use in a convenient spray bottle. Each time you
change pads as you polish, mist the used pad
thoroughly with Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad
Cleaner and set the pad aside. The cleaner will
prevent products from drying out and caking in
the pad as you work on your vehicle. Once you’re
done detailing, scrub the pre-soaked pads with a
foam conditioning brush. Rinse them in running
water to completely remove residues. For the best
results, clean the pads right away.
www.pinnaclewax.com

Maintenance

Maintenance

Most importantly, Pinnacle XMT Polishing
Pad Conditioner does not interfere with the
performance of any polish or wax.

Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is an intense cleaner
formulated specifically for foam and wool pads that are
laden with car care products. To understand how this
cleaner works, you’ve got to take a look deep inside the
foam, where products accumulate during the detailing
process:
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